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Presentation 

 

Nanba: Thank you very much for taking time out of your busy schedules today to participate in the KOSÉ 
Corporation Financial Results Briefing for the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2022. 

Let me begin by introducing today’s attendees. This is Kobayashi, President & CEO. 

Kobayashi: Thank you very much. 

Nanba: This is Director & CFO, Mr. Mochizuki. 

Mochizuki: Thank you very much. 

Nanba: This is Ms. Hanakura, General Manager of Investor Relations Department. 

Hanakura: Thank you very much. 

Nanba: The financial results for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2022, disclosed at 3:00 PM today and the 
materials for this briefing are available on our IR website. Please note that today’s meeting is being recorded.  

Now, Mr. Mochizuki will explain the details of the financial results. 

Mochizuki: My name is Mochizuki from KOSÉ Corporation. We would like to express our sincere gratitude for 
your continued support of our business. Also, thank you very much for taking time out of your busy schedules 
today to participate in our web conference. 

I would like to present an overview of our financial results for FY2022 based on the materials related to 
financial results that are available on our IR site on our website.  
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First, the summary on page three shows that on a consolidated basis, net sales were JPY289.1 billion, up 
JPY20.1 billion or 7.5% from the previous year, and operating profit was JPY22.1 billion, up JPY6.4 billion or 
41.1% from the previous year, as announced in the revised announcement on Monday, the 6th of February, 
last week. As I will explain later in the year review by region, sales, and profits in all regions except China 
exceeded our expectations in relation to the revised plan announced last November.  
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Page four will be the main items in the P&L. As for operating profit and below, ordinary profit was JPY28.3 
billion and net income was JPY18.7 billion, both increased YoY, mainly due to a foreign exchange gain of over 
JPY4 billion as non-operating income.  
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Page five is a waterfall chart for sales vs. the revised plan. In Japan, purchasing activity was brisk from the 
second half of November and the momentum continued through the end of the year, while Tarte performed 
well on Cyber Monday in late November and during the Christmas shopping season in December, resulting in 
higher-than-expected sales. 

Excluding the foreign exchange impact of approximately JPY13 billion from the JPY289.1 billion, the total is 
approximately JPY276 billion, which is approximately JPY17 billion less than the original plan of JPY293.0 
billion. 
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Page six is a waterfall chart of operating profit vs. the revised plan. The largest factor in the increase will be 
higher sales. In addition, raw material prices rose due to global inflation and the weak yen, but we were able 
to control the rise in the cost of sales ratio by reducing inventories, mainly in China, and control marketing 
costs better than expected, resulting in an increase of JPY5.6 billion compared to the revised plan. 

It was almost the same level as the JPY22.0 billion planned at the beginning of the year. Of the JPY22.1 billion, 
approximately JPY4 billion was due to the impact of foreign exchange and inventory reductions, which are 
transitory factors. 
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Page seven shows cost of sales and SG&A expenses. The cost of goods sold decreased 1.2 percentage points 
from the previous year to 28.9%, of which the cost of goods sold was minus 0.4 percentage points, mainly due 
to a decline in the cost of goods ratio, and the cost of disposal was minus 0.9 percentage points due to the 
absence of the disposal of FASIO and ALBION’s LADURÉE in the previous year. 

Selling, general and administrative (SG&A) expenses totaled JPY183.3 billion, an increase of JPY11.1 billion 
from the previous year. However, curbing sales promotion expenses, especially in 4Q, kept the annual 
increase in control, and the SG&A expense ratio was minus 0.6 percentage points from the previous year to 
63.4%. 
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Page eight is a waterfall chart of YoY comparisons in operating profit. The difference between this YoY 
comparison and the comparison to plan on page six is marketing costs. Although they were controlled vs the 
plan throughout the year, they increased by approximately JPY4 billion compared to the previous year.  
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Page nine shows revenue by segment. In the cosmetics business, both sales and profit increased due to a 
significant contribution from high prestige brands. The operating profit margin also recovered to double digits 
at 10.8%. 

In the cosmetaries business, although sales in Japan struggled more than expected in 1Q due to the impact of 
priority measures to prevent the spread of the coronavirus disease, sales gradually returned as the market 
recovered from 2Q onward. As a result, the 1H loss was reversed, operating profit increased JPY0.7 billion 
from the previous year, and the operating profit margin is showing signs of recovery.   
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Page 10 shows global sales of major group companies and major brands. ALBION posted higher sales and 
profits on better inbound sales, and its operating margin improved to 6.5%. 

KOSÉ Cosmeport’s sales did not grow as much as market costs put in place, and the cost of sales ratio was on 
the way to improvement, resulting in a decrease in profit. However, this was largely due to sluggish 
performance in China, while the operating profit margin recovered to the mid-single digits in the domestic 
business. 

Tarte sales increased, but profits declined significantly due to a higher cost of sales ratio resulting from soaring 
raw material prices and increased disposal, as well as higher labor costs. However, the operating profit margin 
remains in the double digits. 

DECORTÉ achieved double-digit sales growth in Japan, and overseas sales were almost the same as the 
previous year, as struggling sales in mainland China and South Korea was covered by rising sales in China travel 
retail. 

Sales of SEKKISEI were down for the year. However, sales in August last year increased YoY for the first time 
in approximately 34 months as a result of re-focusing classic series during the period in Japan, and the 
momentum continued in 4Q.  
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Page 11 provides a summary of sales by region. Japan’s growth rate of 7.3% is almost the same as the overall 
growth rate. 

Asia, as I mentioned earlier, showed a slight increase, mainly due to struggling sales in mainland China and 
South Korea travel retail. 

In addition, sales in North America and Others increased significantly due to steady growth in Tarte and the 
weak yen factor. 
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From page 12 onward, the explanation is by region. Sales in Japan totaled JPY163.0 billion, up JPY11.0 billion 
from the previous year. In the 1Q of the last year, Japan was severely affected by the coronavirus pandemic, 
including the priority measures to prevent the spread of disease, but while the seventh and eighth waves also 
occurred, economic activity has steadily resumed, and customers have returned to the stores. 

Among them, DECORTÉ, JILL STUART, and ADDICTION, as well as cosmetaries, generally performed well and 
drove sales. 

On the other hand, although prestige struggled throughout the year more than expected at the beginning of 
the year, there is some positive news, such as the growth of Carte HD for sensitive skin. 
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Next, in Asia on page 13, sales were almost flat in yen terms, but slightly negative in local currency terms. 

In China, travel retail and mainland online sales are recovering, while offline sales are struggling. 

In South Korea, travel retail sales and profits declined significantly due to extremely tight inventory control by 
duty-free distributors as a result of the strong dollar against the won since the middle of the year, and travel 
restrictions in China. 
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Next, Tarte’s annual store sales has recovered to the level of 2019, and the annual growth rate exceeds the 
overall US prestige makeup market. 

However, although the growth of sent goods was in the mid-single digits (plus 6.2%) in local currency terms, 
it did not reach the forecast throughout the year, except in December, due to inventory control by distributors, 
as was the case in Korea Duty Free.  
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Page 15 shows EC and travel retail sales. Despite regional differences, EC generally performed well, with net 
sales of JPY43.8 billion, up JPY5.0 billion from the previous year. 

Travel retail sales increased only slightly by JPY0.7 billion over the previous year, but the negative growth in 
South Korea was almost offset by the positive growth in China.  
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As for the balance sheet, since we specialize in the cosmetics business and have virtually no debt, our overall 
balance sheet improves as our business performance improves, resulting in a healthy equity ratio of 72%. 

Cash flow is also increasing due to the recovery of sales. In addition, cash outflow of more than JPY8 billion, 
which was expected at the beginning of the year to fund the construction of the Minami Alps Factory 
(tentative name), has been pushed back, and cash is now accumulating due to the postponement of the plan.
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Starting on page 17, we will explain our sales plan for FY2023. First, regarding sales by region, while we expect 
Japan’s economy to pick up strongly on the back of the resumption of economic activity, we see a growth rate 
of 5% to 7%, considering the possibility of being affected by the economic slowdown in Europe and North 
America, and the fact that the growth rate of DECORTÉ is expected to settle down compared to the previous 
year. 

In China, we have a bullish plan for a 10% YoY increase in sales in anticipation of revenge consumption in 2Q 
and beyond due to the lifting of the zero-COVID policy. 

On the other hand, in travel retail, as I mentioned earlier, China and South Korea are expected to offset their 
sales each other, so we expect a 2% increase over the previous year, but if both countries grow, we expect an 
increase of about 5%. 

Tarte is unchanged due to continued tightening of monetary policy in the US and Europe, which is expected 
to slow the economy, plus distribution inventory controls that are expected to continue to curb sent goods. 

Then, in terms of brands, we expect growth of about plus 6% in high prestige, as we expect Tarte to remain 
flat, and about plus 5% in prestige, as we are recovering mainly from SEKKISEI’s classics. 

For cosmetaries, we set low as 1.8% plus due to an expected decrease in sales due to the discontinuation of 
the brand and other factors. 

Plans by major group companies are shown in the table below. 
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For the current fiscal year, we are forecasting net sales of JPY305.0 billion and operating profit of JPY21.0 
billion based on the assumptions just made. 

As mentioned on page five, excluding the impact of foreign exchange rates, FY2022 sales were about JPY275.0 
billion, and we expect FY2023 sales to grow at a rate of more than 10% compared to that level. 

Also, as explained on page six, operating profit, excluding one-time factors, was about JPY18 billion last fiscal 
year, so we have set our profit plan at nearly 15% over that figure. 

Ordinary profit and net income are expected to decrease, due in part to the fact that foreign exchange gains 
of about JPY4 billion were recorded last year, but no foreign exchange factors are expected this fiscal year. 
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Page 19 is a waterfall chart of the operating profit plan, which will significantly increase marketing costs this 
fiscal year. In addition to further strengthening the activities of DECORTÉ and ALBION in Japan, and reinvesting 
in China, where a macroeconomic recovery is expected, we plan to start cultivating the market for the future, 
especially in regions outside Greater China, mainly the United States.  
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Finally, we discuss dividends. For FY2022, we plan to pay a year-end dividend of JPY70 per share, which 
together with the interim dividend of JPY70 per share, will result in an annual dividend of JPY140 per share. 
Although profits are expected to decrease this fiscal year, both the interim and year-end forecasts remain 
unchanged and are assumed to be JPY140, the same as last year. The dividend payout ratio is about 60%, 
which is one of the highest in the past. 

That is all for my explanation. Thank you very much.  
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Nanba: Now, President Kobayashi will explain the progress of VISION2026 and future initiatives. 

Kobayashi: My name is Kobayashi. Thank you very much for taking time out of your busy schedules to join us 
today. 

I would like to review the FY2022, which has ended, and talk about our efforts in FY2023.  
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This is a summary of our corporate philosophy and strategy system. As a new area of expansion for customer 
creation, we have set the three Gs as keywords, adding global, gender, and generation to the list of keywords 
from FY2022. The three Gs will be explained later.  
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Beginning in 2023, we will continue to work toward "increase KOSÉ’s global presence and improve the 
customer experience" and will continue this year to expand our presence in the global market and pursue 
further customer experience.  
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Page 24 will be a review of FY2022. In the first of our strategy to target China and travel retail for growth, we 
have expanded our presence on multiple e-commerce platforms in China and entered the duty-free business 
outside of the Asian region. 

In the second area of our strategy to increase brand value, Tarte strengthened its TikTok-based promotions, 
leading to increased sales. In Japan, a makeup simulator that applies projection mapping was introduced at 
Maison KOSÉ Ginza, attracting media attention. 

In the third, post-COVID structural reforms and new growth strategy, DECORTÉ and ALBION worked on 
activities to increase younger customers, and Tarte expanded new store openings to the UK and Europe. 

In our fourth sustainability strategy, we have newly set our goal on carbon neutrality by 2040, and have 
initiated a variety of unique initiatives, including collaboration with other companies. 
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Page 25 shows quantitative targets for the year ending December 31, 2026. Although progress has been slow 
with respect to sales and operating profit ratio due to the impact of coronavirus, the ratio of overseas sales, 
EC, and travel-retail sales are on track due to sales growth in China and South Korea and an increase in Tarte 
sales.  
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Page 26 will be the FY2023 initiative. Examples of specific initiatives are provided on the next page.  
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Page 27 is about DECORTÉ. LIPOSOME ADVANCED REPAIR SERUM, which was renewed and launched in 
September 2021, won 101 Best Cosmetics awards as of last December, and its cumulative sales exceeded 1.2 
million units, which is exceptional for an expensive product. 

Liposome Advanced Repair Cream, launched in September 2022, also won 74 Best Cosmetics awards, and 
sales of the Liposome series have been strong. 

This March, we will launch a new eye serum from the liposome series. The eye care category is a large market 
in China, Europe, and the US. In Japan, awareness of eye care is increasing due to the wearing of masks, and 
we will work to further increase awareness of the liposome series globally. 
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Page 28 is about Tarte. Tarte has launched a series of unique new products since the end of last year, which 
have been the talk of the town on TikTok and other social networking sites. As a result, the brand has 
recovered to near pre-coronavirus, 2019 levels in terms of store sales, and has steadily increased its brand 
presence in the market, ranking third in the US prestige makeup market in 2022, up two positions from fifth 
in 2021. 

We will continue to strengthen SNS promotions, which is one of the brand’s strengths, and aim to further 
expand sales while opening new stores.  
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Page 29 is about SEKKISEI. Continuing from last year, we will work to increase awareness of the brand as a 
genderless brand by featuring figure skater Yuzuru Hanyu. 

In addition, the sunscreen promotion to be launched in February will feature Major Leaguer Shohei Ohtani to 
strengthen the approach to a wide range of target customers.  
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Page 30 is about cosmetaries. KOSÉ Cosmeport will launch a renewed the Je l’aime Relax in March, aiming for 
a recovery in sales in the struggling hair category. 

We will also launch a new MAKE KEEP POWDER from the MAKE KEEP MIST EX series, which has sold a total of 
over 7 million units since its launch in 2019. Two types of newly developed functional powders are blended 
to prevent makeup deformation caused by sebum shine and rubbing against the mask. 

Through these new products, we aim to attract new customers and expand our market share in each category.  
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Page 31 is about the collaboration with Aman. Aman’s relationship with the Company began in October 2021 
with the launch of facial and body treatments using items from DECORTÉ’s premier skincare line, AQ 
MELIORITY, at Aman spas in London, Shanghai, Tokyo, and elsewhere. 

After more than two years of cooperation with Aman, we have now developed Aman Essential Skin, a 
formulation suitable for all skin types and needs, and have reached the OEM contract agreement. We will 
continue to further evolve our partnership with Aman and enhance KOSÉ’s global presence.  
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Page 32 is about the CES exhibit. In January 2023, we became the first major Japanese cosmetics manufacturer 
to exhibit at CES, one of the world’s largest technology trade fairs held in the United States. 

At the booth, a makeup simulation using high-speed projection mapping technology, MIXED REALITY MAKEUP, 
was presented. This makeup simulation service has already been available at Maison KOSÉ Ginza since last 
August and is very popular among customers. 

Our booth welcomed a total of more than 1,200 visitors, and as indicated in the survey, we received many 
surprised and impressed comments from those who experienced our device. The entertainment aspect is also 
attracting attention and is expected to be applied to other business areas in the future. 
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Page 33 discusses the reorganization of business units. In order to move away from the traditional business 
division structure by distribution channel and to strengthen brand nurturing from the customer’s perspective, 
we have reorganized our Brand Business Division from this fiscal year. In recent years, more and more 
customers are buying cosmetics regardless of channel or price range. Given this diversification in customer 
purchasing behavior, we hope to strengthen our approach to customers beyond the boundaries of distribution 
channels in each brand through this reorganization of business units. 

In addition, by making the DECORTÉ Division, which has grown in sales size, independent, we will strengthen 
it so that DECORTÉ can establish a presence as a prestige brand. 

In addition, a new Clean Brand Office has been established to oversee the three brands of SEKKISEI, Predia, 
and Spawake, which is being developed in India to address the ever-expanding clean beauty market. 
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Page 34 is about structural reforms. For strategies in each distribution channel, we will strengthen 
investments in flagship stores, review the number of stores, and focus on strategies suitable for individual 
companies. With regard to the sales structure, we will review the number of beauty consultants and sales 
personnel, and with regard to planning and manufacturing, we will cooperate with KOSÉ Cosmeport and 
ALBION to realize synergies within the Group. 

In addition, we will continue to promote the registration of KOSÉ IDs and collaborate with other companies 
such as Milbon and Maruho. 
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Page 35 is about promoting sustainability strategies. As a company that creates beauty, we want to share our 
wisdom related to beauty and use it for the benefit of people and the earth, and we have adopted the 
corporate message, "Creating Beauty in a Sustainable World”.  

As a recent example of our commitment to people, in February, DECORTÉ launched a limited-edition nail color 
featuring the mimosa, the symbol of March 8, International Women’s Day. A portion of the proceeds will be 
used to support women working in the field of traditional Japanese crafts and the development of the next 
generation of traditional craftspeople. 

In addition, KoCo Being, an information platform for internal use, was launched in January to support 
employee wellbeing. 
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Page 36 is about our commitment to the earth. As part of a joint effort with Kao Corporation, we have begun 
using chemically recycled PET material for the bottle containers of some of our skincare brands, Predia and 
SEKKISEI. 

Following the Gunma Plant, the Sayama Factory in Saitama Prefecture stopped the usage of electric power 
and started using renewable energy power in February 2023. 

Through these efforts, we will strive to reduce CO2 emissions. 
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Lastly, the three G’s that I explained at the beginning of this presentation. As part of three G’s initiatives, in 
addition to Yuzuru Hanyu, we have signed a new global advertising contract with Shohei Ohtani starting in 
FY2023. 

The Company will reach out to a wider range of customers by appointing Ohtani, who is a world-class athlete 
and is popular among people of all genders and ages. 

That is all from me. Thank you very much. 

 

______________ 

Document Notes 

1. This document has been translated by SCRIPTS Asia.   
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Disclaimer 

SCRIPTS Asia reserves the right to edit or modify, at its sole discretion and at any time, the contents of this 
document and any related materials, and in such case SCRIPTS Asia shall have no obligation to provide 
notification of such edits or modifications to any party. This event transcript is based on sources SCRIPTS Asia 
believes to be reliable, but the accuracy of this transcript is not guaranteed by us and this transcript does not 
purport to be a complete or error-free statement or summary of the available data. Accordingly, SCRIPTS Asia 
does not warrant, endorse or guarantee the completeness, accuracy, integrity, or timeliness of the 
information contained in this event transcript. This event transcript is published solely for information 
purposes, and is not to be construed as financial or other advice or as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an 
offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. 

In the public meetings and conference calls upon which SCRIPTS Asia’s event transcripts are based, companies 
may make projections or other forward-looking statements regarding a variety of matters. Such forward-
looking statements are based upon current expectations and involve risks and uncertainties. Actual results 
may differ materially from those stated in any forward-looking statement based on a number of important 
factors and risks, which are more specifically identified in the applicable company’s most recent public 
securities filings. Although the companies may indicate and believe that the assumptions underlying the 
forward-looking statements are accurate and reasonable, any of the assumptions could prove inaccurate or 
incorrect and, therefore, there can be no assurance that the anticipated outcome described in any forward-
looking statements will be realized. 

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN EVENT TRANSCRIPTS IS A TEXTUAL REPRESENTATION OF THE APPLICABLE 
PUBLIC MEETING OR CONFERENCE CALL. ALTHOUGH SCRIPTS ASIA ENDEAVORS TO PROVIDE ACCURATE 
TRANSCRIPTIONS, THERE MAY BE MATERIAL ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR INACCURACIES IN THE 
TRANSCRIPTIONS. IN NO WAY DOES SCRIPTS ASIA OR THE APPLICABLE COMPANY ASSUME ANY 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER DECISIONS MADE BY ANY PARTY BASED UPON ANY EVENT 
TRANSCRIPT OR OTHER CONTENT PROVIDED BY SCRIPTS ASIA. USERS ARE ADVISED TO REVIEW THE 
APPLICABLE COMPANY’S PUBLIC SECURITIES FILINGS BEFORE MAKING ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER 
DECISIONS. THIS EVENT TRANSCRIPT IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS. SCRIPTS ASIA DISCLAIMS ANY AND 
ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE 
ERRORS OR DEFECTS, AND ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. 

None of SCRIPTS Asia’s content (including event transcript content) or any part thereof may be modified, 
reproduced or distributed in any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the 
prior written permission of SCRIPTS Asia. SCRIPTS Asia’s content may not be used for any unlawful or 
unauthorized purposes. 

The content of this document may be edited or revised by SCRIPTS Asia at any time without notice. 

Copyright © 2023 SCRIPTS Asia Inc. (“SCRIPTS Asia”), except where explicitly indicated otherwise. All rights 
reserved.  

 

 


